
SHINY
Stainless Steel 

Polish & Cleaner Wipes

Product Data

...setting performance
standards worldwide...

4 Quickly Cleans, Polishes  
 & Protects Stainless Steel  
 Surfaces

4  Prevents Water Marks & 
 Corrosion

4  Cleans Other Surfaces Such 
 as Wood, Formica, Ceramic 
 and Porcelain

SHINY Stainless Steel Polish 
& Cleaner Wipes is especially 
formulated to quickly clean and 
polish all stainless steel surfaces.  
Each SHINY wipe contains a 
unique citrus-based formulation 
that  reduces oxidat ion and 
corrosion.  It also has a pleasant 
citrus smell.  SHINY removes 
hard water stains and deposits, 
grease smudges, food residue and 
fingerprint smudges from virtually 
any stainless steel surface.  While 
cleaning, SHINY’s formula also 
brightens, polishes and protects 
the surface with a clear coating that 
acts as a protective shield.  

Areas of Use: 

Schools
Public Buildings
Hotels and Motels
Nursing Homes
Office Buildings
Hospitals
Fire and Police 
Departments
Daycare Centers
Anywhere Stainless 
Steel Needs Polishing 
and Cleaning



APPLICATIONS

SHINY Stainless Steel Polish & Cleaner is a 
new generation towel that is 200% stronger 
than other towels.  SHINY’s citrus-based 
formula removes hard water stains and 
deposits, grease smudges, food residue and 
fingerprint smudges from virtually any stainless 
steel surface.  SHINY’s abrasive surface 
quickly cleans and shines without affecting 
the surface being cleaned.  Flip each SHINY 
towel over for a softer surface for additional 
polishing.  SHINY can also be used to clean 
other surfaces such as wood, formica, ceramic 
and porcelain.  It removes stains and polishes 
and brightens these surfaces to revitalize them 
and keep them looking great.

DIRECTIONS

For Dispensing
1.  Remove lid by lifting upward.
2.  Pull towel from center of the  
 roll and thread through “X” on   
 the underside of the lid.
3.  Close lid. Pull towel from  
 canister at 90° angle.
4.  Snap hinged cap back into place to ensure 
 towels stay moist.

Directions For Use
Scrub surface with abrasive side of towel until 
stains and deposits disappear. Use the smooth 
side to wipe the surface clean. Discard used 
towel. For a super shine, buff lightly with a soft 
towel after application.

TECHNICAL DATA

Appearance: Grey towel
Container Size: 40 • 9.5”x12” wipes/  
 canister
Fragrance:  Citrus fragrance
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